Why should you get the Quality Label "Teaching French in Ethiopia"?

- Gain visibility
- Recognition of the quality of French teaching in your institution
- Increase the chances of employability for your students
- Speed up mobility for your students
- Be part of a Francophone network in Ethiopia

Universities

TVETs

Schools

Le français et voilà!
TEACH FRENCH
TEACH SUCCESS

Lefrançais.et
What are the good reasons to teach French?

You are an university:
To increase employability for your students, speed up their mobility and open up their world.

You are a school:
To propose diploma and certifications for students to promote their mobility.
To prepare students for a higher education language.

You are an institution with a vocational training:
To increase employability for your students.
To prepare them for an international job market thanks to international relation language skills.

How to get this Quality Label?

Criteria 1
Upgrade the language level of your teachers at the Alliance Ethio-française

Criteria 2
DELF Certifications for your students provided by the French Ministry of Education at the Alliance Ethio-française

Criteria 3
University Degree of Teaching French as a Foreign Language (DU FLE) for your pedagogical team

Criteria 4
Pedagogical resources available